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10. Per Copy

Governor To
Return Home Today

Vol. LXXXIX No, I 1 5

8,000 Cong Die In Spring
Offensive; Planes Downed

FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
Gov. Louie B. Nunn was to return here today after flying to
western Kentucky Monday for
equipped soldiers — and far
an overnight. review of road
more women and children.
By JACK WALSH
and park facilities and proThe loss would be one of the
grams.
Nunn and several state offi; SAIGON (UPI) — Allied greatest plane crashes of the
cials spent Monday night at troops killed almost 8,000 Com- Vietnam War and among the
Kenlake State Park,
munists in defeating the reds' big air disasters of all time. In
Later today, the governor .0 _nation-wide spring offensive, addition 25 Americans were
to address a student legislative U.S. spokesmen said today. But killed and 89 wounded. Comaides lunch at the Governor's the Communists overran a munists losses were put at 300.
Mansion by telephone.
Green Beret special forces camp Government casualties were not
Friday,. Nunn is scheduled and shot down nine U.S. air- reported.
The Communist casualties in
to address a fund-raising din- craft with extremely heavy loss
put at
the spring offensive
ner for the Michigan Republi- of life,
can State Central Committee at
A force of 6,000 Communists 7,934 by allied spokesmen —
Saginaw, then return here Fri- overran the Kham Duc Special occurred mainly in the Saigon
day night.
Forces camp in the Central area where U.S. and South
Highlands Sunday. Most of the Vietnamese troops were still
1,300 defenders and their de- mopping up enemy holdouts.
The offense opened May 5 to
pendents were evacuated in
positwhat the military called a bolster North Vietnam's
"smashing victory- although ion at the Paris talks.
Brig. Gen. Jacob Glick told
five helicopters and four planThe Murray Optimist Club es — were downed by
Nang that in
Tkkets to the 1968 Charity Ball, sponsor lid by the Murray Woman's Club
enemy newsmen at Da
to be held in
will hold its breakfast meeting
addition to the 300 Communthe Student Union Building on June 8, an
gunfire.
being issued to the members of the ticket cornbombat the South Side Restaurant
mitt& by Mrs. John 54 Purdom, seated left. Members of the
Two of the planes were huge ists killed in battle B52
committee seated left to on Wednesday, May 15, at six
right, Mesdames Purdom, Chairman; J•rry Ro harts, Kappa Department;
C130 transports and one of ers raked the enemy positions
John Gregory, co.
•s, prechairman; Hugh Oakley, Dolts; and standing left to right Mesdames Ken Harrell,
them was jammed with South with seven deadly s;
Sigma &Howard Crittenden, principal Vietnamese irregulars and their sumably killing n,
pertinent; Buddy Valentine, co-chairman; Don Hunter, Creative Arts
Department;
and
James
of Calloway
Down Nino PI...
County
High. families. All were killed The
R. Allbritton, Zeta Department.
School, will be the speaker for exact loss was not announced
Communist troops firing from
Tickets are on sale now through Juno first. No tickets will be sold after that date or the morning meeting. All
only yards away knocked down
memat the door. Advance sales are limited to 250 couples. All proceeds from this ball will go to bees are urged to be resent. but a C130 can carry 100 fully four U.S planes — two C-130
Ph. Murray-Calloway County Mental Health Association for the operation of the Mental
transports, an A1E Skyraider
Health center.
bomber and a scout plane —
and five helicopters. The Reds
overran the outposts.
But led by an Australian officer and a U.S. Army colonel
the allies rescued all the wounded men in camp before blowUnited Pros. I etersall•••1
Mrs. Edna Alexander, age Tr,.
ing up their gear and getting
Funeral services for Mrs.
sister of Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver of
out — some by air and 102 by
bra
Alice
Shaver
Mathis
were
Almo died Monday morning at
Communist
through
driving
Clyde Steele calls to let us
West Kentucky
Consider- rield this morning at 10:30 at
the Partiview Nursing Home In
lines in the jungle.
know about a tree frog that has
able cloudiness and warm this the Tucker Funeral Home, CenPaducah. She made her home
Twenty-five Americans 'were
taken up in his air conditioner.
afternoon through Wednesday. Ira! City, with Rev. Lloyd Rawith her daughter, Mrs. Millie
killed. Military spokesmen said
The an conditioner wafts the
Numerous showers and scatter- mer officiating-. Burial was in
Humphries of Mayfield.
an "unknown" number of South
tree frog's druggy cry all thred thunderstorms this after- the Greenville. Ky.. cemetery.
Eight persons were cited by
Survivors are two sons, J. R.
Vietnamese were killed, mainly
ough the house Real cool sit- the Murray Police Department
noon and early tonight, dimincelebrated
Mrs
Mathis.
who
Orb
Alexandersfive ishing late tonight and Wedin a C130 crash.
uation on a froggy afternoon. yelitenday and last night, ac- and
her
100th
birthday
February
daughters, Mesdames HumphMost of the Communists kir
cording to the citation reports. ries, Alben Thomas, Ogan Inesday. Highs this afternoon 13. died Sunday at the Coned in the drive that opened
A niece chosen as a merit finupper 70s to low 80s with see- valescent Division of the MurThe citations were two for
. . therly winds
May 5 fell In and around Saigalist which gives her a four reckless driving, one for loiter8 to 18 miles per ray-Catoway County Hospital.
on where U.S and allied troops
year college education. Intel- ing and violation of probation, Brent; one brother. Lubie hour Lows tonight in the 80e.,
her
daughter,
Survivors
are
Girls who were winners in the Celloway County 4-44
continued mopping up operaligence with motivation is an two for loitering, one for pub- Copeland, three sisters, Mrs. Highs Wednesday upper 70s to Urs. 0. J. Snyder of Murray,
Cleaver, Mrs. Ethel McClendon,
Club Rally held Saturday include: Front row, left to right,
tions
unbeatable combination.
lic drunkenness, one for drtv- and Mrs. Bert McAlpin; twelve low 80s. Brief-gusty winds over three 'sons, W H., Arvid M., Linda Williams, Jannette J•rrett,
Jeannie Jarrett, Jacky KelSouth Vietnamese spokesmen
Ins while intoxicated and tin- grandchildren; twelve great -25 miles per hour -war thund-4and Ja.toi, R. M.-this oe.e Kis
so, Judy Kelso, and W.riea Crartcher; back row, ''aula !Mins,
said their forces suffered 918
Si The average American Indian proper registration. and on e
erstorms
eight
grandProbability
of
messbrother,
iter,
one
grandchildren
Janet Newberry, Karen Alexander, Patricia Foy, Becky Sun
men killed and 2,563 wounded, .
dies at age 43. the average for improper registration
Funeral services will be held urable rainfall this afternoon children including Mrs Rex
then, and Kathy Stubblefield.
plus 140 men missing in the
white man at 88 The average
and o
70 per cent decreas- Alexander of Murray. and 22
Police said no accident re- Wednesday at 3:30 p.m at the ing
nationwide fighting It was the
Indian family lives on $30 a ports were filed for yesterday
to
per cent
entdaWednesday great grandchildren including
heaviest batting and the greatweek The Indian completes and no other special activity Byrn Funeral Home Chapel, Outlook for
Most
Alexander
of
David
COO-8%nd
Mayfield, with Bro. Morals
est Communist casualty toll
18 years of education Indian vas reported
ly
cloudy
and
with
warm
ith
Yurras
Stroud and Bro. W. B. Potts
since the Viet Cong's February
unemployment ranges from 40
chance of showers
officiating.
attacks against the cities
to 75 per cent.
Burial will be in the HighReport American Dead
land Park Cemetery, Mayfield,
American casualties were not
If any minority group has been
Kentucky
Lake
7
a
m
3594,
with the arrangements by the
yet totalled for the 10 days'
held
wronged,
mistreated,
Bryn Funeral Home where fri- up 0.2; below dam 3034. up
fighting. But in the Saigon area
• down and otherwise has been
0.4.
Calloway
County
Sheriff
C
The Hazel Woman's Club will ends may call
76 U.S servicemen have been
against,
we
discriminated
Barkley Lake: 7- a m 359.4, hen Stubblefield was taken
reported killed.
would cite the Indians as the hold its regular meeting at the
up
0
1;
ambulance
m
iitailte
h
He
o
to
s
ips
it
u
h
a
e
lw.
Baptist:heims
ebelow
dam
394.4, tit
Captured Communist documprime example Their down. club room on Thursday. May
Memphis
0.1.
PTA BOARD MEETS
ents and some of the hundreds
fall and present situation was 18, at seven a.m.
.
last
night
Tenn
Mrs Harold Wilkinson, past
-of captive Viet Cong and North
directly the work of white inStubblefield was hospitalized
president, will install the new
Vietnamese said Hanoi ordered
roads of their land.
The executive board of the'
County
at
the
Murray-Calloway
officers for the coming club
the nationwide offensive May
Sunrise 550: sunset 7:57.
Kirksey
and
wa
Elementary
on
Sunday
School
Hospital
5 in hopes of strengthening the
Moon rises 11:24 p.m.
Thanks to our old Friend Mr. year
transferred to the Memphis
Members are urged. to attend Parent-Teacher Association will
bargaining hand of their negotJ. B Curd who lives on North
meet
in
the
new
PTA
room
hospital
at
and to note the change in date
in Paris, Xuan Thuy.
iator
18th Street He says you can
the school at fr 30 a.m
ay,
to this Thursday
--In fighting on--all-four sides
turn back the clock one hour,
puties, Hardy Kelso and Curt
of Saigon Monday, U.S spokes• out the sun remains in the sky
Willoughby, will be answering
men said 216 Communists were
Says Old
as it always does
to
the
pertaining
all calls
lulled.
Boys
of
the
Calloway
County
4-H
Club
winning
honors
Sport must be a dandy, but did
office.
sheriff's
They said allied forces have
at the rally wore front row, left to right, Steve McCuiston,
aot think too much of his bringRobert Brelsford, and Mik• Cunningham; back row, Jimmy captured 409 of the Communing in a Skunk.
ists' powerful 122mm rockets
Jarrett, David Smith, and Kim Puckett
partly blunted the Red offenW. C. Fields is credited with
military spokesmen said.
sive,
"anyone
that
statement
the
heaviest fighting
Monday's
who hates kids and dogs can't
Rainfall totalling 3.2 inches
Ed Note: The following story
just below the
hours
10
raged
bad"
be all
fell in Murray from Monday, at
is a release from the Du Pont
Vietnam border.
North-South
eight a.m. to this morning at
Company concerning a new
Military spokesmen said two
* Bethel Richardson was elected aseptic packaging system for
eight o'clock. according to John
Vietnam battalions aided
South
the
of
vice-president
second
Ed Scott, local weather observfresh milk products which has
by U.S. artillery: and aircraft
Kentucky Society of Certified
er.
Ryan
by
the
installed
just been
North VietPublic Accountants in Louisville Milk Company of Murray. PhoThe Calloway County 4-H Lkmanstration Contest to be battled about 800
Scott said during the heavy
said 119 Commulast Friday At one time Bethel tos are also courtesy of the
rainstorm yesterday afternoon Club Rally was held Saturday, held in McCracken County on namese. They killed. Saigon's
nists were
was the youngest CPA in Ken- Du Pont Company
1 51 inches was recorded and Vay 11. at the Calloway County Tuesday, July 16.
forces suffered "light" losses.
reporttucky He is the senior partner
was
Ligh
inches
another
1.62
School
The
rally
consistOthers
participating
and
ribaseptic
'Tetra
Pak"
The first
in the CPA firm of Richardson packaging system in the United
ed during the rain and. thund- ed of a speech and demonstra- bans won included:
ton contest.
& Trevathan here in Murray States has been installed a t
erstorm in the night.
Demonstrations.
Clothing,
Good
Building
in the Colonial
The rainfall for the month of
The winners included: Sr. Ramona Horton. Smiling Six.
Ryan Milk Company. Murray,
going. Bethel.
May in the city of Murray is les Speech. Kathy Stubble- New Concord, Blue Ribbon;
Ky This system provides long
recorded as 5.09 inches, Scott field: Sr. Demonstrations — Health, James Jarrett, Smiling
shelf life without refrigeration
said. The normal rainfall for Ph-tography, Jeannie Jarrett, Six, New Concord. Blue Ribfor fresh' milk products.
the month is usually about Cornmeal. Filen Watson. Dairy bon, Other Foods, Karen BurThe "Tetra Pak" aseptic
four inches, according to Scott. y lads, Judy Kelso. Boy's Elee- keen, Eager Beavers. New Conpackaging system was first intric, Ted Allen Howard, Safety, cord, Red Ribbon: Other Entroduced in Switzerland in 1982,
Jannette Jarrett .all Members gineering, Jimmy Burkeen. Eagand is now used extensively
i:f the Calloway County 4,H el! Beavers, New Concord. 'Blue
throughout the world for shipTeen Club.
Ribbon; Mark Wilson, Faxon;
ping milk without refrigeratW. F. Johnson of 404 North
Jr. Division: Boy's Speech, ,.ed
ion. These six years of experThird Street died this morning
Steve
BeavDepartment
of
the
McCuiston,
Eager
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Home
ience, combined with developSr. Girls Speech, Jayne Scott, at 6:55 o'clock at .the Murray-Murray Woman's Club will Cr, Club, New Concord Girl's Calloway
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Beverly Kaye Adams, daugh- ment work by Milliken Tetra
Speech,
tle
club
house
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Becky
Burchett,
Kirkmeet
at
to
Ryan Milk Company uses this self-contained aseptic probon; Jr. Bay's Speedo, Michael was 83 years of age and his
Marian Miller Pak, White Stone, S. C., led
ter of Mrs
sey
4-H
Club,
one
p.m.
Thursday.
May
18.
at
installatceasing unit as a part of its aseptic packaging system for
Burchett, Kirksey, Blue Rib- death .fullowed in extended illAdams, 1813 Kirkwood, Mur- the first commercial
Demonstrations: Clothing, Kafor a luncheon meeting.
Ryban, Krit Stubblefield, Cherry ness.
fresh milk products. The unit keeps all unwanted organisms
ray, has been awarded a $200.00 ion in the United States at
ren
/Dexander.
Murray
Crawford,
captain,
UniMr's
Celia
The deceased was a member Corner, New Concord, Blue Rib.
out of products before they an• packaged In individual 'Titscholarship by the Sigma De- an Milk Company Other instalSchool; Home Furnishand her team will be the guests
ban; Kim Puckett, New Con- of the First Methodist Church
ra-Pak" containers,
partment of the Murray Wo- lations are now under way in
ings,
Lisa
Smith,
Smiling
Six.
Mrs
-Goldia
Curd.
captain,
of
this country.
cord. Blue Ribbon, Jimmy in Murray. He was a former
man's Club.
Ryan Milk Company. a distri- ing aavantages for a variety of Pak" Aseptic conddions a r and her team for, the potluck New COneord, Home Manage- Burkeen, Blue Ribbon; Steve poptilar business man having
Miss Adams. who will be a
ment.
Janet
Newberry
and
products
Crawford's
Paliluncheon
Mrs.
maintained
atby
controlled
a
Howard. Murray CRAM 4-H operated restaurants in Paris
sophomore at Murray State butor of private4abel milk promosphere of filtered and sup- group was the winner in the la Elkins. Smiling Six, New Club, *Red
South
Ribbon, Jerry How- Murray. and Mayfield.
University next fall, is major- ducts throughout the
C
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Health,
Linda
Wilheld
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er-heated
attendance
contest
packaging
with
air.
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ing in elementary education
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Beavers,
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Pak"
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club
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aseptic
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entire
system,
automaprocess
is
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tic packaging system for one[Zed Ribbon, David Jackson, Al- ZUlf Farris Johnson of 404
She is a graduate of Murray
All members are urged to i- ird: Recreation, Mike Cunn- ma
half-ounce size portion cream- milk product must first he pas- tically controlled at each step
North Third Street: three sons,
Red Ribbon.
High School and attended Muringliana.!
Cherry
Corner.
New
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at
ultra-high
with,
an
sys
attend.
safety
temperainterlocking
ers supplied to some hospitals,
James L. Johnson of 504 North
ia ray State University this year restaurants, and other institut- ture's The product isthen naafiConcord:
Dairy
Foods,
Janoy
Speech,
Vickie
Humph.
Girl's
(Continued
on Page Six)
Third Street. Gene Johnson of
One hundred dollars will be
Kelso, Lynn Grove: -Other ries, Lynn Grove, Blue Ribbon.
cooled and piped either to the
ional markets
'04 North Third Street, and
given each semester.
NOW
Foods,
YOU
KNOW
Foy.
Patricia
Lynn
packaging
CRAM,
machine
Lit*,
Murray
Sims,
directly,
or
The term "aseptic packaging"
William Johnson of Evansville,
WHEAT INSURANCE
The scholarship is given anGrove; Boy's Electric, Steve Blue 'Ribbon, Connie Underhill,
refers to a method of packaging to a sterile holding tank. Thr: Come grandchildren.
nually by the department. Apby
United
Press
MrCuiston:.
International
Geology,
oughout
this
Jimmy
process
Lynn
Ribbon,
PatGrove,
Red
the
milk is
a product that has been proFuneral services have been
plicants from Calloway Counrviit
!Lifland
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insurance
tire
larrett
Smiling
New
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Six,
in
a
ConBeavers,
sealed
I'S
ia
Eager
system.
Williams.
cessed 'to inactivate bacteria in
ty are given first consideration.
The English romantic poet, t: ird. Entomology, Robert Brels- New Concord. Red Ribbon, Car. scheduled -for- Thursday at two
The packaging material is available to wheat growers in
a container hermetically sealed
at the chapel of the Mix I
to
according
It is open to students of sophoPercy
Calloway
County.
Bysshe Shelley, drowned ford. Smiling Six, New Con- alyn Scott, Murray 'University p.m,
chemically
sterilized
and then
to keep out all unwanted orElinschill Funeral Home.
mors standing or above who
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at
Guy
Murray
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30
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July
Other
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formed
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a
Engineering,
Kim
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tube.
&tool. Red Ribbon,
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ganismic Such a system elimin(Met ment
he in the 0'.!
are majoring in elementary or
flows into the paper tube.. The. surance Agency. The agency 1822, when his small boat, the Puckett, Eager Beavers, New Williams.. Eager ReaVers, New Salem Cemetery yi ith the
secondaro teaching A commit- ates the need for refrigeration,, tube is sealed
against
will
"Don
insure
fields
Juan,"
wheat
Concord
capsized
in
turRibbon,
Wanda
Ccncard. _Red
transversely,
and thus offers production,
r:.ngenients lov . the Mos
& tee from the Sigma Department distribution. and merchandis forming the individual "Tetra both hail and fire, he said, at bulent waters off the Tuscan
These
'
.,.winners will particiChurchill Funeral Iliont
coast of Italy,
an economical rate.
IF selects the is inner
in- the Area Speech and - It-wattweied on Page Six)
friend. may call_
The four-county Purchase
Area Economic Opportunity
Council stands to lose about
$484,000 in federal funds unless the body is re-organized acThe Gray Squirrel is officially cording to federal guidelines.
The Purchase Area EOC exthe state wild animal. Kentucky
Happy Hunting Ground carried ecutive committee will meet
this news as well as a Maslow- Tuesday to try to reach an aski photograph of this rural- greement on a new organizaturban denizen of the wild ional plan in order to meet federal requirements.
which we print below.
The four-county organization
which administers anti-poverty
programs in Graves, McCracken, Marshall and Calloway
counties has not complied with
a recommendation to re-organize following an inspec.tion by
an EOC evaluation team last
fall.
At that time, the inspection
team recommended that t h e
body re-organize in order to
better administer the anti-poverty programs. The present organization is "unwieldy," according to the report, and needs
_revamping in order to clarify
lines of authority.
Some 2484,000 total federal
The Calloway County Teacher's
Association passed a resolut- anti-poverty funds would be
ion lauding Charlie Lassiter for cut from the area EOC budget
his service in the Kentucky ,if the re-organization is not
House of Representatives The completed, according to Flem
resolution praised Charlie for Messer, executive director of
lib "excellent, energetic, and the EOC in Paducah.
Following the inspection reintelligent service performed"
as a legislator A point well port last fall, some re-vamping
taken. The resolution is signed of the federal guidelines. This
by William B. Miller, presi- portion of the EOC organizadent of the Association, Car- tion would be directly affected
mon Parks. chairman. Howard by the possible cut in federal
Crittenden and David Howell. funds.

Optimist Club To
Meet On Wednesday

Mrs. Cleaver's
Sister Dies Monday

WEATHERJEPORT

Mrs. Mathis' Rites
Held This Morning

Eight Persons Are
Cited By Police

Hazel Woman's Clut
To Meet Thursday

Ryan Milk Installs First Aseptic
Milk Packaging System In The U.S.

'Miss Adams
Recipient Of
Scholarship

Stubblefield Taken
Back To Hospital

Heavy Rainfall Is
Reported For May

Calloway County Winners Of
4-H Club Rally Announced

W.F.Johnson
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Home Department
To Hold Luncheon
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NOTICE OF SALE
lee.. Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian,, THE COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY CirJanuary 1, 1942
cuit Court, Mettle Ann Tripp,
ies N. 41ai Street, Murray. Kentooky Oen
Et'al, Plaintiff,
JAMES C WELLIAMEI, PUBLISHER
VERSUS
Ruby Tripp. Et'al, Defendant.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
By virtue of a judgment and
or Public Voice Items which. In our oPtoion, are not foe taw Wig
interest of our raiders.
order of sale of the Calloway
Circuit Court rendered at the
NATIONAL REPRZEIENTATrVIEL WALLACE WITMER 00., ISOM April
Rule Term thereof 1968,
Madison Ave, Memphis, Tenn.; Maas & Life Bldg.. New York. N.Y..
in the above cause, for the setStephenson Bldg., Detroit, Michtlement of estate I shall proEntered at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transminaton as ceed to offer for--sale at the
Second Clam Matter
Court House door in the MurSUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Cerriw In Murray. per week Me, per ray, Kentucky, to the highest
month $1.10. In Calloway and adjoining oounties, per year, &LSO; bidder, at public auction on the
Bones 1 a 1. 0.00. baewhere 411.00. All service anheaiptions 0.00. 27th day of May. 1968, at 1:00
O'clock p. m, or thereabout,
THE Nu is diatribuUng this
"The Outetasalog
Amid ef a Cosairsesity km tla
upon a credit of 6 months, the
Infrepity of its Newinepsr"
following described property, newly-obtained photo of
James Earl Ray. ex-convict
to-wit:
sought in the staying of Dr.
TUESDAY
MAY 14, 1968
"Tract No. 2, known as the
Martin Luther King Jr. The
A. G. Hale tract. Being out
photo was made in Califorof the West corner of the
nia in January or February
Northeast Quarter of Section
By UNITED PRAMS INTERNATIONAL
of this year
31, Township 8, Range 6,
and beginning at the NorthPARIS — North Vietnam's chief negotiator at 'the
west corner of said Quarter;
thence Southeast with LiberParis talks, outlining his country's position:
ty Road to a roek with the
-The U S. has to definitely and unconditionally
West side of pointers; thence
cease its bombing raids and all other acts of war on the
North to J. N. Ragsdale's line;
Whole territory of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.
thence West with said line to
That is the primordial and most pressing legitimate dethe beginning containing ten
(10) acres more or less".
• All creditors, heirs and dePARIS — Averell Haiiiiinsa, setting forth the United visees are to file their claim
States' position at the Park Vietnam peace talks:
with the Master Commissioner
"We have no desire to threaten or harm the people on or before the day the above
of North Vietnam. What we do seek — and seek most property is to be sold.
For the purchase price, the
earnestly -- is South Vietnam's freedom form attack and
purchaser must execute bond,
Its right to determine its own future."
with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day
WASHINGTON — The Rev. Ralph Abernathy, on the of sale, until paid, and
having
Poor People's March he is leading LO the nation's capital: the force and effect of a judg•
"This is a nonviolent movement. We shall not des- rnent. Bidders will be prepared
troy person or property. But we cannot guarantee any- to comply promptly with the.
thing more because we are going to plague the pharoahs terms.
Darrell Shoemaker„
of this country until we get meaningful yobs and a guarMaster Commissioner,
anteed annual wage"
Calloway Circuit Court
"MOST WANTED" v
7-14-21-C tempered former
fighter
John Wesley Shannon Jr.
I above) is a new name on
the FBI's list of -Ten Most
Wanted Fugitives " He faces
therefore, the prisoner of the Lord, beseech you
NOTICE OF SALE
bank robbery charges. Shanthat ye walk worthy of the vocation wherewith ye are
THE COMMONWEALTH OF nun, born
in Pleaaantyille.
rolled. —Ephesians 4:1.
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY CirGod csils all of us to do our best in our work, to cult Court Ruby Darnell For- N.J 13 5-feet-10, weighs 150160. has scars on his temples
serve our fellowmen
rest, and husband. W. A Forand a burn sear on left arm
_
, rest; W. A. Forrest, Adm'r of
the Estate of Shellie Cooper
CoWns,
VERSUS
Thomas Broach, wife, and DeLEDGER • TIMES FILE
fendant.
By .irtue of a judgment and
Deaths reported today are Melissa Cloys, infant order of sale of the Calloway
daughter of Mr and Mrs Treamon Cloys. Semom Askew,rCtrcall Court rendered at the
age BO. R Y. (Bob) Elhoemaksr, age B. and Mrs Annie'May 2 Rule Term thereof 1988,
lin the above cause, for the
Redden, widow of the late Sean Redden.
settlement of estate I shall proMac Fitte, 16 year old son of-Mr and Mrs W. F.
ceed to offer for sale at the
Fitts, was the winner yesterday of the Safe Driving 'Court
House door in the MurRoad-e-o sponsored by the Murray Junior Chamber of ray, Kentucky, to the
highest
Commerce
bidder, at public auction on the
County honor students include Wanda Taylor, vale- 27th - day of May, 1968. at 1.20
dictorian, and Betty June Roberts, salutatorian. for Almo . O'clock p. m., or thereabout,
High School, Leona Lawrence, valedictorian, and Jean upon a credit of 6 months, the
Frances Parker, salutatorian, for Kirksey High School. following described property, toNew officers of the Kirlr-sey PTA are Mrs Billy Tid- wit'
'Being a part of the Northwell, Mrs Ha] Smith, Mrs Hugh Palmer, and Mrs. Theleast Quarter of Section 21,
ma Johnson
Township 2, Range 3. East,
and more specifically described as follows:
"One (1) acre, more or less,
being 12-2'3 poles square,
LEDGER•TIMES FILE
described as follows Beginning at a stake on the East
Funeral services for Pvt Ordest H Erwin, son of side of Lynn Grove Road at
Mr and Mrs. Emmet Erwin, will be held at the 8oltll the South side of old private
Pleasant-T.WcWe—Ctiurch7PVt.iFrwin was killed December road (referred to In preceding deed as the Souh side
25, 1944, in France
of Will Cooper Road). thence
A total of 659 different articles and 2.53 in cash were
East with the South side of
presented to Murray Hospital at a gift shower held toold private road 12-2 3 poles,
gether with the observance of National Hospital Day.
to a stake; thence South, parBetty Smith, Clara Jane Miller, and Ann Adams, all
allel with Lynn Grove .Road,
12-23 poles to a stake, thenof Murray, are charter members of Delta Lambda Alpha, a freshmen women's honorary fraternity at Mur- ce West, parallel with old private road. 12-23 poles to
ray State College
a stake on East side of Lynn
Grove Road; thence North
with East side of Lynn Grove
Road 12-23 poles to the point
"
.•101US
S'
t own;
of beginning. (The Northwest
p
corner of this tract is approximately 70 poles North of the
Hardy Adams Road (RH1101)."
For the purchase price, the
purchaser must execute bond,
with approved securities bearing legal interest from the day
4 wadi>
of sale, until paid. and having
the force and effect of a iodicflient Bidders will be prepared
to comply promptly with these
MUM
tilinear
!terms
MillMITIITS
Darrell Shoemaker..
Master Commissioner,
Calloway Circuit Court
7-14-21-C

Quotes From The News

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Commissioner's
Sale

I
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

NORTH FORK
NEWS
By MRS. R. D. KEY
May 1, 1%a
Oman Paschall returned home
from Henry County Hospital
Saturday after a few days then.
He is feeling better this week.
Visitors to see him during the
weekend were Mrs. Ella Morris, Zipora and Howard Morris,
Bro. and Mrs. Harold Lassiter,
Clarence Nicks, 32. In
Mr. and Mrs. Othel Paschall,
a photo made In 1960.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Baucum,
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall,
Mr. and Mrs. Doris Orr, Mr.
and Mrs. Gaylon Morris, Herbert Orr, Mrs. Linda Harding,
Kathy Harding, Gurvis Paschall,
Mr. and Mrs. Bardon Nance,
Kr, and Mrs. Charlie Wicker,
R. D. Key, and Mrs Bertie
Jenkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore spent the weekend in
Chattanooga.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
of Paducah spent the weekend
at their home here. They visited Miss Emma Hooper in the
Nursing Home Monday.
Puryear was saddened Thursday afternoon in the loss of a
good friend and neighbor, Rennie Taylor, who suffered a heart
TRANSPLANT QUESTION Dr.
attack while working in the
Joseph A Jachirnczyk I agarden.
bovei, Harris County mediMr and Mrs. Ralph Gallcal examiner in Houston.
more and Mrs. Bertie . Jenkins
Tex.. said after the heart of
•visited Mrs. Gail Morris and
homicidal beating victim
sew baby, Holly Michelle, at
Clarence Nicks was transthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Lois
planted into the body of
Kemp Friday night.
John M. Stuckwish "I cauMrs. Holice Grooms visited
tioned them against proceedOman Paschall Wednesday afternoon.
ing- because Nicks' heart
Mrs. Clara Wicker and son,
still was beating, although
Ancil, were supper guests of
he had been ruled dead more
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
than three hours before the
Sunday night.
transplant. But the doctor
Mrs. R. D. Key was in Paris
also said. "I said I would not
Monday to see Dr. Newman.
file or press charges against
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vananyone involved
dyke visited Bro. Terry Sills
and family Friday night.
last
Vaden evisiy
ted the K. U.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
Tuesday.
and children, Susan and Mitch,,aeTs
Miss Ruth Taylor of Meas.
enjoyed a fish supper' at the
eay
nni.ar
ys spending this
matti TT
home of Mr and Mrs. Henry flPhlt,e
Week with her mother, Mrs.
Sites Saturday night.

Fertilize
Tobacco For
Good Results
By W. R. Hoover,
Area Extension Agent•Tobacco

row.
Herbicides recommended hY
the Kentucky Experiment Station are either Vernam used st
the rate of two quarts 8E per
acre sprayed broadcast seve
days after setting and mixed
with the soil by shallow cultivation immediately after app
plying, or Enide 50-W sprayed
in twenty inch bands at the
rate of 6 pounds per acre immediately 'after setting the plants.
Tobacco farmers having surplus plants are encouraged to
report the surplus to their local
Extension Office. The farmer's
name, location, phone number,
kinds of tobacco and approximate square yards should bee
given. Local offices should keep
a list for referring other growers who may be in need of
them.

Tobacco is a high acre income crop and responds in both
weight and quality to proper
fertilization. A soil test is advised. Soil low in nitrogen,
phosphorus
and - potassium
should receive 150 pounds of
nitrogen, 150 pounds of P205,
and 150 pounds of K20 for dark
fypes and 300 pounds for burley. Broadcast and plow under
the fertilizer or disk in deepDESCRIBES RESCUE
ly, if applied after breaking the
land. Manganese toxicity is
NYERI, Kenya (UPI) — An
showing up in tobacco fields
widow told today
Australian
having too much acidity. While
saved by a white
was
she
how
liming the fall before is prean elephant
shot
who
hunter
ferable, a Ph test of 5.5 or bethe Treenear
her
attacked
low should have one ton per that
tops Game Lodge in the Abe
acre of lime applied.
miles from
A soil insecticide of either Dare Forest 100
Nairobi.
aldrin, heptachlor or dieldrin
Mrs. Rae Hedley, 74, Princee•
used at the rate of two pounds
Victoria, said hunter KenHill,
actual material per acre is rethe
commended every two or three neth Levett dropped
than 12
years on tobacco land. This ma- phant Tuesday less
Levett said the,
terial should be broadcasted feet from her,
became enraged.
and disked in the top two to cow elephant
free hell
three inches preferably a week when she could not
become stuck
had
which
baby
or two before tobacco is set.
lodge.
Tobacco beds should be ob- in thick mud beneath the
served for diseases and insects.,
up to transplanting. Anthrac- Puerto 'mons
nose is the most common dis- Make MVP
ease and is best controlled by
SAN JUAN (UPI) — Puerto
spraying with polyram, one Rican major league baseball
ounce in three gallons of water. players won the National
Ferbam is also recommended League's Most Valuable Player
for anthracnose. For flea beet- IMVP1 awards in 1966 and.
les, DLT dust gives very good 1967.
In 1966, the winner was Roresults. An application a few
days ahead of setting controls berto Clemente of the Pittsthe insects for a period usual- burgh Pirates. In 1967, the
ly up to two weeks in the field. award went to Orlando Cepeda
Research work on planting of the St Louis Cardinals
distances of burley shows spacing rows 40-42 inches apart Versatile
ces in the
plants
top
16-rletuilnu
with gp
alvaen st
NEW YORK 4UPI) — Donrow
Some
nie Marshall. a 16-year veteran
growers, of dark types of to- of the hockey wars, doubles as
bacco say they get best results a forward and assistant coach
by spacing rows 40 inches a- of the New York Rangers

•

Ten Years Ago Today

what real service
is like for a change. Your Standard
men know car-care from bumperto-bumper.Aria your car problems
are their car problems. Sure they're
in business. But their business is satisfying you. And whether it's cleaning your windshield,checkingyour
tires or filling up your tank with
Chevron gasoline-you'll like the
fast, courteous service. Meet the
friendly natives on Chevron Island,
just south of the Standard sign.
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St. Louis Cardinals Win
Over Pittsburgh Pirates

eided be
lent Stet' used at
s 6E per
st seeds
id mixed
low cullifter

TUESDAY — MAY 14, 1968

Weekend Sports
Summary

TIME \
OUT

by United Prose Internetlanal

Saturday
MONTREAL OD — Montreal
By VITO STELLINO
after
Niekro's single came
defeated St Louis 3-2 for a
UPI Sports Writer
Chris Short walked Swirly Jacksweep of their Stanley Cup
Jim Bunning spent all winter son with one out. Jackson was
-by..
playoff series.
wskpore000
,
thinking positive thoughts about stealing on the play and Short
141MV•ftso4.0 ,r•
GALE
pitching for the Pittsburgh Pi- just missed catching the ball
BALTIMORE anii — The
rates.
GARR 1.5Cti
for what would have been an
r,
Maryland Racing Commission
Bunning, traded from the easy double play.
will test for drugs the first
Philadelphia Phillies to the
Short was lifted with a 2-0
t,elos.c.••••••••,..1.00.••••...seep.4
three finishers in next SettleI attended the Calloway County All-Sports
Pittsburgh
18,
Dec.
P-ates
Dick
on
and
Alou
Felipe
on
count
Banquet
NEW YORK filh — sal Slagday's Preakness.
By United Press International kept thinking obout all those Farrell finished the walk to Saturday night at the Holiday Inn and received
lie, fired by the Boston Red
one of
StarPirate
hitters—Clemen
te,
FreTito
walked
the
then
best
and
Alou
meads I have set down to In a long time.
American League
Sox last season in the afterNEW YORK (UPS — Call Me
Tweed•T. May 14
t:WOW to force in the deciding
Joe Hal: w.es the guest speaker, and gave
W. L. Pct. GE
etath of a World Series conwon his stakes debut
Prince
a
;
speech
4-14 p. mi.—Weeds 'n' Waters
with
followed
run. Hank Aaron
18 10 .643 —
that I enjoyed very much, as he told of some
taversy, was back in baseball
Detroit
of his ex- , with a 24 length decision in the
May Special . . . Ch. 5.
rely.
the
cap
to
sacrifice
fly
a
.571
2
12
18
today as a scout and special
Bait.
periences that he had while playing for Coach Rupp,
Aqueduct.
•• • •
at $58,900 Withers at
Ron Santo drove in two runs the
18 12 .571 2
instructor in the farm system
Cleve.
University of Kentucky, and, after he returned to
Tkorsiley, May 16
two-run
a
hit
Banks
Ernie
and
le 14 .533 3
of the new Seattle Pilots.
BALTIMORE OPT — Southassist him in coaching duties.
14:30-11 p. al.—Munson Out- Minn.
homer to pace Chicago past Los
14 15 .483
The Pilots, who will field
Oakland
Sam McDowell of Clevepaw
doors . Ck. S.
After
such
Kesa
Don
fine
by
Singles
meal,
Angeles.
and top-notch speech, I
13 15 .464 5
their first team in the AmerWaite
••• •
struck out 10 Baltimore
land
though
Billy
Beckert,
that the rest of the evening would be just ansinger, Glenn
13 15 .484 5
ican League next season, hired
Boston
batters to set an American Leaisturday, May 15
sacrifice other awards program where the
Santo's
and
Williams
.433
17
13
York
Maglie to work with the Sedifferent coaches brag gue record of 40 strike outs in
and Truett New
1111-1 p.
fly pounded two runs in the on the one or two outstanding members of
10 16
Chicago
attle's Newark, N. Y Clam A
-386 7
their team, three consecutive games.
CS. 4.
•
•
•
Bill
loser
starter
and
fourth
off
and then tell how great he rest of the
club in the New York-Pennsy••••
members are and
Monday's Results
run
a
singled
in
Santo
Singer.
lvania League as a special pithow good they will be next year. But, I was
DARLINGTON, S. C. MPS —
CIDNo games scheduled
14 p. st--3assball .
in for a surIn the sixth and Banks follow- prise.
Sins instructor with spot asDavid Pearson won the Rebel
Tedeies Probable Pitchers
chianti vs. Pittsburgh. Ch.
ed with his two-run homer to
signments scheduled to scout
race with an event reThe highlight of the evening was when
Oakland, Hunter 3-2 at MinOutdoors$154 p.
Principal 400 auto
pad the lead.
hurlers.
••••
cord of 132.69 miles an hour.
nesota, Merritt 3-2, 9 p. m
Howard Crittenden announced that No. 30
help
relief
Holtman,
with
Ken
which
Stan
"I couldn't be happier reCalifornia, Brunet 3-3 at ('hiCli. &
ism
in the eighth from former Dod- Key has worn, will be retired and hung in the trophy
turning to baseball, especially
Sunday
Protases cago, Peters 2-3, G p. m.
44:41 p.
ger Phil Regan, picked up the case.
with the opportunity to work
NEW ORLEANS gin — GeorBaltimore, McNally 3-2 at De...
S.
victory. He's 2-2 and Singer is
Mr. Crittenden said, "The uniform with this
with a young club," Maglie said.
• •• •
number ge Archer won the $110,000
troit, Wilson 3-4, 8 p. m.
will never be worn again by any member of
Maglie was credited with the
any basket- Great New Orleans Golf Open
New York, Downing 0-1 at
Wield si
411:34 p.
ball
'first development last year of
team
at Calloway County unless it was Stan's son." with a 13-under-par 271.
Cleveland, Margin 2-3 or Rohr
Jim Lonborg, who utilized the
"It is a great honor for rite to give this award
04, 8 p. m.
to him,
veterans celebrated brushback
which was given not only because of his
ROME VD — Ray Ruffles of
Jim Bunning
Washington, Ortega 4-2 at
athletic ability,
tactics while pitching the Red
Australia defeated Herb Fitzbut also character, respect for his parents,
Boston, Culp 0-2, 730 p in.
CASSETTA
his teachers,
HONORED
:Ix to the American League
gel, Clendenon, Alou, biota,
gibbon of Garden City, N. Y.
Wednesday's Games
respect for adults, his scholastic abllity, and this
honor 4-8, 6-4, 0-6, 6-2, 6-2, in a semiMazeroski, Wills...
pennant and winning the Cy
New
Cleveland
at
York
has
never been bestowed on any other boy who has
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. WO —
games
five
Young Award in the league
1-0
losing
After
worn final match of the Italian tenWashington at Boston
a Laker uniform."
However, Maglie disagreed Vice C,azzetta( who piloted the Oakland at Minnesota, night
last session at Philadelphia, he
nis championships.
Pittsburgh
Pipers
to
Amerthe
This
is
a great honor and a rare honor that has been
with Dick Williams' on the
California vs. Chicago at Mil thought he'd have better supPREAKNESS
CONTEDER
Association
ican
Basketball
placed on Stan, but it is an honor that he
Boston manager's handling of
port this season.
MADRID 'UPS — Graham Hill
deserves not
BALTIMORE lon — No Dou- only
was
named waukee, night
the club and was fired at the championship,
Which just goes to show you
for the reasons that Mr. Crittenden gave,
of England won the Spanish
Baltimore
at
Detroit,
night
but
ble,
winner
for
of
all
three
of
his
Monday as the ABA's coach
end of the World Series.
that positive thinking can be
starts including the $50,000 Ar- many others that everyone who knows Stan, knows Grand Prix in a Lotus formula
of the year.
overrated.
one car.
about
National
League
Cassette, a Columbia UniverHe's living through last sea- kansas Derby at Oakdawn Park
W. L. Pct. GB
A person that has the talent to play
this
year,
arrived
at
Pimlico
ball
CARCAS, Venezuela WI — sity graduate in 1952, coached
the
seBunning
his
lost
way
again.
son
St. Louis 19 10 .635
Stan does is rare indeed, but for a reason
liktuador clinched its Davis Cup the Pipers to a 54-24 regular
MARK EVERY GRAVE
cond 1-0 game of the season Race Track today to be entered
to be able to
San Fran. 15 14 .517 4
as a supplementary entry in play ball the way he does and not
Eastern
the
season
record
in
series with Venezuela as FranNelson
when
night
Monday
have the big head, is
Atlanta
16
15
.516
4
Saturday's
Freakness.
The
$10,even more rare, and that is one thing
cisco Guzman and Miguel Gi- Division and to a 4-3 triumph
pitched a four-hitter to
that Stan doesn't
14 14
500 4% Briles
ver* won a doubles meek over Western Division chamgive the St. Louis Cardinals a 000 supplementary entry fee have. He is the first one to give credit to anyone
Chicago
16
15
484
3
and
must
be paid by Thursday for everyone
from Jorge Andrew and Yves pion New Orleans in the leagPirates.
the
victory
over
1-0
else.
Phila.
14 15
483 5
No Double to be eligible.
ue's first year of existence.
Savy.
Optimistic
Hitting
On
After being told that his uniform would
Cin.
14 15
483 5
be retired,
didn't believe I'd be loshe was very quick to say that he
Les Ang
14 18
487 5t4
wanted to thank his
season
games
this
run
1-0
ing
ELECT
OFFICERS
Houston
two coaches at Calloway County, Mr.
13 15
464 5%
Crittenden, during
hitters on this
MINNEAPOLIS UP — Amer- his
New York 12 16
Since 1686
429 6% with all the
freshman year, and Mr. Cothran his last three
admitted.
'Tve
Bunning
club,"
ican
years,
Basketball
Association
Monday's Results
and
his mother and father, who had been a
Chaststel 4 Chassid 5 Chaos's'
winter.
saying
all
that
been
owners
Tuesday elected Wilgreat help
S Chtssol 2
St. Louis 1 Pittsburgh 0, night
to him.
, sme•
Lucy
Atlanta 4 Philadelphia 2. night But I think this club is going liam Ringsby president to suc%es.» •••••
I
will
have
hitting."
to agree with Stan, that all of these have
04
ceed Gary Davidson. Ringaby
Dote veiler Dews Geo,
rrwin.
Wirt.
Chicago 5 Los Angeles 1 night to start
BUILDERS OF FINE
Bunning, though, tried to be owns the Denver Rockets and been a great help in his climb to the
Only games scheduled
top as the First
:0 eig LIN " Potwere
MEMORIALS
Mete,
wei
philosophic about the tough Davidson the Dallas Chapar- Regional Basketball Player,
• 15 Left Cars
Nereleier
Today's Probable Pitchers
with most of the credit goPorter White - Manager
Rod swiren
Veer P.',,
doesn't
part
"No,
1-0
the
losses.
rals'.
ing
to
:4 "
his mother and father.
Lew
Cincinnati, Pappas 2-2 at New
Ill Maple St.
753-2512
bug me, a loss is a loss" he
Other elected officials includloorinne woe
York, 3-2, 8 p m.
Far too many boys are not blessed with
Pol
parents
Awe
that
said.
ed Kenneth Davidson of Oak- care enough
Plionftnn Hifi
Good Morning
Atlanta, Reed 3-0 at Philadel011prom
about their sons to take as much interest
:4 Rebiret row
weld
Bunning gave up a first inn- land, vice president; Richard
phia, L. Jackson 3-4, 7 35 p. m.
ln them as Mr. and Mrs. Key have Stan.
-.0,.... weeds 'n Waters Thi
hilvedirs
Si
Flood,
who
ete•re
Curt
.
double
to
P
ing
Pinkham
of
Indiana,
secretary,
AI *ewe .
St.
Louis,
Carlton
3-1
Maykleclei
.
at Pitts11111010. Slim"'•
Mrs. Key has spent many, many hours in
8
:.es
then scored on a single by Ro- and William Motsch of Kenthe back
,
ii "
..
burgh, Blass 1-1, 8:05 p. m.
yard playing drop-out with Stan and all
decided
the
that
and
Maris
ger
tucky,
treasurer.
the other boys
Houston, Giusti 3-2 at San
iIl 13 illill New
New,
Mrs
and girls in the neighborhood. Mr. Key,
:3 Wier: Wars MOW. 55*15
Francisco, McCormick 2-3, 11 game as the Pirates couldn't
Who was a real
Worn{ Man
PIO. Prime,'
wore against Briles.
fine basketball player in his day,
:411
PrIrniirr
.
Jew Illiaree
p. m.
has kept active by
games
other
two
only
the
In
1111 Tonight She*
LEADING
SWEDEN
calling many, many games in this
Chicago, Jenkins 4-2 at Los
:
Mr
.
area, until his son!
Atlanta ' BANDOL, France toro — Swe- started
Winds:
Angeles, Drysdale 1-3, 11 p m. In the major leagues.
playing. Then he quit so that he could
"Mr. InlIngrimvs"
go see
Philadelphia 4-2 and Chi- den's Ove Bengtsson and Hasse
edged
Wedneeday's
Games
him
play, showed Stan much about the game
:ell Mary Griffin
11121* elnaa
New
Angeles 5-1. Nerell combined to defeat Roand work:15 (Wow
Lane Tweer
Cincinnati at New York. night cago stopped Los
WM*
Briles, now 3-2, got out of a hodesia's Adrian Bey and 'Frank ed with him when many fathers were more interested
Atlanta at Philadelphia, night
in the first inning when Salomon 6-2, 6-3, 6-0 Monday In watching TV than being with their son.
jam
St. Louis at Pittsburgh, night
This Is one of the reasons that
singled and Wil- and give thier country a 2-1
?Aazeroski
Bill
Stan is the fine
Chicago at Los Angeles, night
0,
lie Stargell doubled by strik- lead in the best-of-five Euro- gentleman that he Is, and the reason that he will
Houston at San Francisco
remain
Clendenon
end
to
Don
a
out
ing
gentleman, I am sure.
WEDNESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
pean zone first-round Davis Cup
inning.
the
- This is one person that his
:0 We1-00
matches.
Peron New
TWO SIGN
parents will never have
Bunning, now 3-3, who work- The matches are being play- to say, "where
:IS 11140. Lent
Cower
'
, .1;eliner. *155,1
did I go wrong."
NEW YORK ITE — The New
for TIGERS only .
11 erire
ed eight innings before being ed in France after demonstraSOMA, Prelere•
Stan is a bit shy and hard to get to
York Giants signed center Greg
long a loan Panet•la
"
know, but he is
New
lifted for a pinch-hitter. allow- tions against the Rhodesian
one of the finest persons after
Larson and flanker-halback Joe
Sae Mow
and
Tit
he
Both
you
hits.
five
meet
him
just
ed
that
anyteam took place in Sweden.
Today, Wier.
GO
Morrison Tuesday to 1968 Naone could ever know.
Ter
Briles struck out five and' walk4
*Were
New: 410
tional Football League conI have been attending banquets
two.
ed
at. Calloway for seve55
c••••••
tracts.
&mond Anorek•
'
Ttela
ral years, and this is the first time
g, News
Atlanta rallied for two runs
TRACK ENTRIES
amarka'a Largest Selling Cigar
that I can remember
Larson,
8-3,
245
pounds,
will
Phils
the
14105er
World
anyone getting a standing ovation,
In the ninth to edge
but
be
Stan
playing
his
got
ninth
year
with
one
110//1
Merrier
MEM Doogloll
with a bunt single by winning
PHILADELPHIA OPP — Ath- Ektturday night, something else he
the Giants and Morrison, 8-1,
deserved.
Pra
itcher Phil Niekro, tbe only letes from more than 60 schools
Stan won the trophy this year for
.
Leant Wilk AU
210 pounds, starts his 10th NFL
the most reinning.
the
in
tdt
the
take
will
92nd an- bands, the best free
part in
AV it
Dick Covert
$et, Ser ere"— season with New York.
throw percentage, the best field
Miss Double Play
Scree/ Arearka
nual 1C4A track and field cham- goal shooting
%
T
y=
percentage, and also for being the most
esseres
*5,11 14/011111
pionships on an all - weathet' improved
over last year. I guess that it's a
Lew 04
ere WWI
composition
Franklin
at
track
good thing
World or Sc1ont4
he is a senior this year, because
Lia%°am\
11
T " r• aM
that last award would
".
1ve usio
Field, May 31-June 1.
Mooed.
::"Orr
7.74.1 r.14"
be
one that he might miss next year,
Minimum qualifying standbecause it would
News; OW Tem Orern 14.501
g rimier Glow,
ards have been established for be hard to improve over this year's record.
6~41 Americo
sisse
wito
ris •ertio
Ajaa
VerClair
entries as the track classic reAnother player who deserves a lot of
VtAirld Nhervi,
TIMM
credit Is Tony
turns to Franklin Field for the Jones, who received the sportsman
Devi Ow
1-41.? 111
Na
m
011/1.4
1111111r,WIl1
Lierres.
.1 :is Lives
trophy, not only ID
first time in 17 years.
Art
TW.Decler•
TAIL Sew ewe
basketball but In baseball, which shows
Newercel
News Pert,
what the rest
Lowe W1411 N.
of the team thinks of him.
Arcitter World T?r,
14
:1
Oritgrgl New114
Neer
PREAKNESS ENTRY
News
Tony too Is a real fine gentleman,
• YOI..J DOW,Say Edr el NNW De!..11 Shederes Lowe
World or Science
and is always
Wet. rey
quick to pass any credit to
someone else. Not many bort
King
—
YORK
ele
NEW
Doting Germ
TI'S MO4C11
SOgar.g. 111Or4
10.91's New
Ranch's Out Of The Way. a have the ab1li4, to take part in more than one sport,
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
Toeselsy, May 14

Wednesday, May 15
The Pottertown Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at 10:30 a.m.
•••
The WSCS Circle of the Hazel Methodist Church will meet
at the church at two p.m
•••
The Wadosboro Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Lowell Palmer at one p.m.
•• •
The Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet with Mrs. Charlie Stubtilefieed at two p.m.

Mrs. Olga Freeman
Leader At Meeting
Of Hazel WSCS

The Murray TOPS Club will
The general meeting of tIkI
meet at the recreation center
Woman's Society of Chridlen
at seven p.m. Shirley Wilford
Service of the Hazel ifethodild
will present the program.
Church was held Tuesday Ten
• ••
ing at the church.
The Alice Waters Circle of
Mrs. H. A. Newport opened
First Methodist Church WSCS
meeting with Prayer and
the
will meet with Mrs Oliver Mcconducted a short business SeeLemore, 1629 Main Street at
sion. The minutes were read
9:30 am. with Mrs. Charles M
by Mrs. H. 0. Brandon and
Miss Joyce Winchester, wor- Baker as program leader.
•• •
Mrs. Ralph Edwards read this,
thy advisor, presided at the
The New Hope WSCS met at
•••
treasurer's report including a
the church Thursday afternoon,
meet-hid of Murray Assembly
The Maryleona Frost Circle
gift by Mrs. W. S. Miller in
No. 19 Order of the Rainbow of First Methodist Churc.li
May 9, with Mrs. Jesse W LasThe
Elm
Grove
Baptist
memory of her mother, Mts. R.
for Girls held on Tuesday, May weoe wie meet with hemUI- Church Woman's Missionary
siter as program leader The
H. Pigue.
7, at seven o'clock in the even- lien Greve* me Kirkwood, at Society will meet at the church
subject- was "Called from WorA film, "Your Pledge" Or
ship unto Service".
leg at the Masonic Hall. Miss wee a.m.
at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. Charles Burshown by Mrs. Olga Freeman.
Donna Boyd, recorder, read the
Mrs Lassiter gave the pur•• •
keen will be the leader.
This was the third and final
minutes.
•• •
pose of the pledge program and
, The Bends TuckerCircle of
leadin.g up to the pledge
film
An election of officers was First Methodist Church
discussed the local pledge. She
Dedication
ceremonies for
WSCS
service.
held with Paulette Markovich ME meet with
also read the words of the
Mrs. Ed West, the new agriculture engineerA religious skit, "Called
being elected as faith for the, 301 North 10th
hymn, 'Lord Whose Love thrStreet, at 9:30 ing building at Murray State
From Worship Unto Service"
term.
Miss
next
Betsy
Riley
ough Humble Service." The let
a.m. with Mrs. B. H. Cooper as University will be held at 3.30
was led by Mrs. Freeman. Her
will be instated as worthy ad- cohostess.
two series of The Voice of
p.m. It will be named for E. B.
devotional material was taken
visor for the suer term at
• ••
God is Calling" was sung with
Howton, chairman of the agrifrom the hymn, "Lord Wheel
the next regular meeting on
Mrs. R. Q Knight at the piano.
The Progressive Homemakers culture department. A receptLove Through Humble ServTuesday, May 21.
Others taking part in the pro•
Club will meet with Mrs. Ger ion and open house will follow.
ice".
A letter was read concerning aid Cooper
gram were Mrs. George Duna,
The public is invited to attend.
at seven p.m.
Mrs. Eve Wetmore, Mrs.
the General Assembly to be
••
•••
Mrs. Walter Wilson and Mn.
bert Coles, and Mrs. D. N.
held
in
9-11
Louisville
June
It. M. Miller. The worsidp settThursday, May 16
The Paris Road Hlidakors
White acted as the three voiceswith the headquarters at the Club will
ing was a white cross on width
Mite Linda Kay Solemness
meet with Mn. Mar
in the skit. Mrs. J. W. Jones
Kentucky Hotel. Plans were
The
Hazel
Woman's
Club
will
the words "Humility, Service,
garet Roach at nine a.m.
played soft music during the
started to attend this meeting.
hold its regular meeting at the
Mercy and Compassion" were
•••
signing of pledges.
Those present were Lynn
club
room
at
seven
p.m.
New
placed by the three readers.
The Cumberland Presbyter.
Mr. And Mrs. Herman Seten Richie
The worship center was a
Watson, Claudia Welch, Joyce
At the conclusion of the proian Women of North Pleasant officers ,will •be• installed.
•
covered table and cross
white
Winchester.
Futrell,
Irene
Margram. the members came forGrove Church will meet with
cross arms displaying
the
with
Lasater,
ilyn
Paulette
MarkoThe
Home
Department of the
ward arid placed their pledge
Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd at one
placards of humility, mercy,
vich, Donne Boyd. Barbie Keel,
Murray Woman's Club wW have
cards in the offering plate in
p.m.
Mr and hrs. Scott E Solo- Betsy Riley, Anita Flynn, Roservice, and compassion. The
a potluck luncheon at the club
front of the cross and repeated
•• •
The Blankenship Circle of
closing prayer was said in
at
house
one
p.m.
in unison Wesley's Covenant mon of Gilbertsville announce setta Robertson, Patricia Evans,
with
Mrs.
Murray Star Chapter No. 423:
the South Pleasant Grove Methe engagement and approach- Diana Donelson, Mrs. Sue
lion.
as the closing prayer
Mr. and Mrs. Herman ,Seten
Order o( the Eastern Star will Gold's Curd and her attend- thodist Church met in the home
Mrs. J. R. Herning and Mrs.
Mrs George Dunn, president, ing marriage of their daughter, Flynn, Mrs. Brenda Newberry, meet at the Masonic Hall at ance team as hosts to Mrs. Bun
Richie
celebrated
their
50th
Thurson
Erwin
Jimmy
Mrs.
of
W. Jones, hostesses, served
Linda
J.
Kay.
to
James
Twits
Warren
Mrs.
Coleman.
Crawford
and
and
her
was in charge of the lowliness.
team.
7 30 p.m. An initiation will be
day, May 9, at seven-thirty wedding anniversary with a n lovely refreshments in the soc•••
Mrs Knight called the roll and Teague. son of Mr and Mrs. George Williams.
open
house
on
Sunday
held.
between
S'S
ial hall.
The Business and Profession- o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Lassiter, secretary, read Henry Teague of Mseliaonville.
•• •
• ••
Mrs. Harry Furches present.. the hours of 2 and 4 o'clock, at
Miss Solomon is the grandal Women's Club will meet at
the minutes. Mrs. Knight gave
the
home
of their daughter,
The Grace Baptist Chureli!
ed a review of the book, "A.
club
the
house
the treasurers report for the daughter of Mr and Mrs. Paul
at
8:30
p.m.
for
Mrs.
Mary Lee Hartwell, 3123
Woman's Missionary Society, i
Woman's Choice" by Eugenia
last quarter and reported all Dili of Murray
will meet at the church at, U dinner meeting.
Research to
Price, as the special program Kansas St., Lone Oak.
•••
Mr. Teague is the grandson
obligations met for the year.
The Ritchies were married
Wren PM.
for the meeting.
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Clarence
YarFriday,
May 17
Reports were heard from
•••
Miss Simon Payne, SUN 15
The chairman, Mrs. Noel Bu- May 14, 1918 at Boydsville, Benefit Palate
those who attended the annual brough of Earangton.
Circles of the First Baptist The 1968 Girls Auxiliary
bride-elect el LL John IL Twropened the meeting by Tenn., by G. W. Morgan,
chanan,
The
wedding
will
be
solemCormeeting at First Church Paris.
Church WMS will meet as fol- °nation exercises of
purpose of the Wo- Church of Christ minister.
hosene
nor.
the
a
was
41o.
at
reading
the
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on
Saturday,
June a. at
the First
Those attending were Mrs. Millows:
I
with
lightfully
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phoned
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tea
Society
of Christian Ser- Their attendants were Mrs. U1In
man's
James
Smith
three
Baptist
o'clock
in the afternoon
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at
9:30
the bus- lie McAvoy, sister of the bride,
conducted
a.m.,
Room
et
Rebid
Red
n
the
and
the
vice,
with
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Pat
at
the church at seven p.m. Mrs.
the Brtensburg Methodist
and Mrs. George Dunn.
If Lionel Patter's research
and
Robert
Key.
Hackett
at
4.
ten
Mew
am.,
Saturday
bs.
afterneek
III
session.
iness
with Bill Clark Thomas, missionary
Discussions were held con- Church
project is successful, fresh crab
The gracious lodge*. fir Mrs- Howard Guthrie at 2:30 to Malaysia, will be speciel
Mrs. Robert Hill led the des-. . Mrs. Richie is the daughter and
All friends and relatives are
shrimp lovers will be able
cerning local activities for the
of
the
late
Luther
and
Minnie
follow
IV
and
reception
with
will
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t,
Gar. gu„ A
the bridal occasion wen law Pm..
ing prayer.
invited to the wedding
coming year
Sutter Parker of Calloway to feast on the seafood delianus rip miller, maces Me. sett Morris at two pm.
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served
by
Refreshments
were
the
cornation.
.
cadet at any Ume.
Others present not previousItegehip. Tonunye D. TRAK
Mrs, Ted Cunningham, Mrs County.
Farber, a research biochemly mentioned were Mrs. Rib
Mr. Richie is the son of the
Jackson, and Mrs. Em'
Chad Stewart,
11110011.
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ist at the University of CaliSicHood. Mrs. Dave Burkeew
Allem Ibemekl. A- J. BIleiNNIONM.
ten members and late Carey and Mary Elizabeth fornia's Elan
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win
and Mrs Joe Lassiter
Francisco EdellFreeman Richie of Lynn Grove.
W L. Welly, J. D. Mink& Jew
three visitors present.
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He
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veteran
is
a
of
World
War
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held at the church Thursday,
I and a retired shoe repairman. storage methods through the
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ministration.
et
under refrigeration without
the New Hort Rememslows Mrs knee Pomo. Mil
They are the parents of five
Club held on Wednesday. May grooksethass. Es. 0. 11.
deteriorating
children. William Pat Rich*
I, at one-thirty o'clock in the Greadket sad 1110L Loci'
The storage life of frozen
beautiful home of Mrs. Mayfield; Mrs Mary Lee HartThe
Meeting
afternoon
Payne.
Keeneiand Drive well, Lone Oak; James Paul shrimp and crab is limited and
on
Rose
Allen
fees Posse elms to set
The president, Mrs Robert
they become unpalatable after_
The Dorcas Sunday School
was the scene of the coffee held Meld, who served with the"
o beet, 4'
Class of the First Baptist McC-age, Jr., presided and Met tree her trainee="
Miss Ann US. Navy and was lost in • few months
compliment
to
In
AddIttsaittly. "A meet Church held a dinner meeting Wilmon gave the devotion from dress of wiete petta palm ea.
Key Senders, June 9th bride- World War U; Carl Keith RI- dent
and less costly meth&
at the Triangle Inn on Monday, Mark 1:16-30. Each member am- kneed wtth salsa aides at
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Fred
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elect
of preserving shellfish wolf(
May 7. at six-thirty o'clock in swered the roll call with km the neckline Her anew, en
May 9, at Richie, U.S. Navy Sea Bee,
Thursday.
on
held
of the hostesses. was a width
mean that a greater amount o
favorite Bible verse
the evening
ten o'clock in the morning.
serving in Vietnam
fish protein could be used thar
orchid
M.
J.
Mrs.
Mn- H L Oakley,
The couple has 13 grandchil- now Is possible.- he says.
Mrs Payne wore a yellow En
Guest speaker was Mrs Pot
Mrs L L Dunn, clam; teaConverse, and Mrs. if. C. Ellis dren and three great-grandchilThemes& of the Paris Reed cron knit with • gdt nonage
her gave the invocation.
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both
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gift
eteeennliner project the making of
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Cook SanArnice
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business meeting.
June 4, at nine a.m to start the door by Mrs W L Polly
DEAR ABBY Whenever we need a baby-sitter. I ask
cented with white and Mrs.
a
and asked to sign the regular 16-year
Group V. Mrs. T. C. Collie. work on the baskets.
-old girl who lives in our block My problem is the way
Owen Barber, mother-in-law to
by Mrs. Budd', Petty The recaptain and Group VI. Mrs
INITT.ATION TO BrD
be of the honoree, was attired
The Delta Department of the
Mrs Michael Miller led the gister table was covered with she acts around my husband Abby. this girl is big for her age
Earl Warford, captain, were in
The Murray Board of 1
In a two piece white dress. Murray Woman's Club held an
group in a fame and a song a white linen cloth edged with and six is just as developed (physically] as I am She likes to
charge of the arrangements.
Olen, Murray, Kontuck
hostesses gift corsages open meeting at the club how,
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lace
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miniature
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a
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1 Murray Nish Schoo
her get So
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baby's breath.
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Nance. Murray Turner. Neil
rbook in the Muray Hig
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apthe
from
served
Eduthe
of
Smith
Ruble
Miss
The beautifully appointed
Two guests were Mrs BarIf I get another sitter, my husband will get
Brown. Samuel Adams, G' B
heal Principal's office
pointed table overlaid with a cation Department of Murray
mad at me
Jones. Glen Hodges, Punic= letta Wrather and Mrs Thomp- tea table was overlaid with a because. crazy as it sounds, I think
woodsy, May 21, lath, a
white cloth and centered with State University led a pant4
he is flattered by her
Outland. T C Collie. Earl War. son Other members present white satin cloth Drapes of attentions So what
:30 p.m.
an arrangement of yellow dais- discussion on "Students and
is your advice!
white
were
net
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outlined
were
UPSET
with
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Aliford, Baxter Bilbrey, James
Further information c
ies and white stock. Silver and AllInrica "
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ening this hid may be
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who
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Students
because
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Burkeen.
with
up
bows
Aubrey
and
sires- she is only
Farris, Joe
Dunn. Bill Hill, James Brown,
sired by contacting t
half your problem. The ether half Is your husband.
ed
tensive research appeared on
Codie Caldwell. V W Parker, Pat Futrell, I R. Hillman, Toth limn on which yellow and white First, tell the
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The hostesses presented the the panel with Miss Smith and
"child" is a motherly nay that it isn't mice fee
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I. Bailey
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your
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Aad Be Tear Swim Best
DEAR NOSY: One with a guilty eesseieace.
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Harry
Moyer,
man. R. E.
Loving, presided at the meet- lave system,oalled Peristalsis. should
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not slow down If this happens
nrad Jones, A. D. Wallace, ing.
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DEAR ABBY 1 am getting married soon, and am now
inst., materials can build up In the
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Hurt,
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social
hour
the
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planning my wedding My fiance has a 29-year-old sister
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who
Miss Bette Daviallithe honoree, freshments were served by the Ur.
Cartel's Pills with its unique laxlives about MO miles from here. She is married and has
two
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•• •
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chapter of Genesis
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Color It Splashy
The Saving Way
CHICAGO (UPI; - The
paint
pot' explosion that
MAINTENANCE Unlimited JanNEW YORK (UPD - Avoid
itor Service, Commercial, In splashed vivid colors all over that empty feeling in your savdustrial, Residential, 492-8485. bathroom and bedroom linens ings account this way, says the
some time ago now has fired a
Foundation for Commercial
M-23-C
delayed charge throughout the
Banks.
*entire home.
Pay yourself first every payObservers at the National
day. Just take what you want
Housewares Exhibit said imto squirrel away off the top beby United Press international peccable homemakers who once fore you begin to disburse for
thought
mainly in terms of other things. Whatever the
Today is Tuesday, May 14,
STONE HOUSE, large shady MODERN 4-BEDROOM
FOIL SALE
home, yd. 4 seasons indoor-outdoor FAYE FULTON is now dmploythe 135th day of 1968 with 231 clean white for kitchen acces- amount or percentage you decarpet $3.50 sq. yd. Foam pad ed
lot, ideal location, four bed- $3900, carpet, panelled
at Patty Ann's Beauty Sasories and "timid" pastels for cide on, stick to it. You might
1%
35' AMERICAN trailer, air- rooms, family room, two baths, acres on blacktop, 10 minutes (meets or exceeds F. H. A.) lon. She invites all her friends to follow.
other parts
$1.00 sq. yd. Special - Rem- to
The moon is between its full are clamoringof the home'now not get to millionaire's row
utility, central heat and air- to Murray. Jim
ronditioner. Phone 753-7353.
call for an appointment. phase
Robinson, 3
for fashion col- that way, but you'll certainly
and
last
carpet
nants
quarter.
of
outdoor
conditioning
indoor,
,
all
built-in ap- miles, on Pottertown Road.
May-30-P
11-15-C The morning stars are Sat- ors in everything - including avoid the poorhouse.
while it lasts $2.00 sq. yd.
pliances. Call 753-5790. M-14C
the kitchen sink.
M-20-P
NEW 3-point 5 ft Cutter with
Thousands of yards in stock. BONNIE BELL 10-0-6, special, urn and Venus.
The evening star is Jupiter.
heavy gear box, stump Jumper, A BRICK DUPLEX apartment. SMALL Cabin Cruiser, carpeted, Come see your carpet unrolled regular $5.00 pint, $3.95 this
On this day in history:
solid tall wheel, $325.00 Also 2 bedrooms, utility room, elec- trailer, rooter, only $850.00, 3 before you buy. Why order and month only. Holland Drug.
•• new 5' pull-type models, used tric heat, rent for $150.00 per miles on Pottertown Road.
In
1904. the Olympic games CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answ•"°YwardaY's Puzz's
have to wait 6 months and then
M-16-C
were held in the United States
pick-up and pull-type models. month. Shown by appointment
M-20-P take a chance on not getting
mnume monsn
only,
1601 College Farm
for the first time, at St. Louis.
Vinson Tractor Co. Phone 75$HELP WANTED
the color you wanted. Find
-,:n7ruu umanng
actioss
S.Wherewithal
3-PIECE sectional and formica
Call 753-2377.
In
1940.
M-14-P
bombed
Nazi
planes
Paochall's
LIMGE
come
first
served.
for
arq UM
6-Symbol
June-SC
dinette set, both in good con- Discount
1.Vapor
samarium
Immo
mns
OW
Hazel, Ky. PALACE DRIVE-IN will have Rotterdam, killing about 30,000 6-lee
House,
14
FT.
CHEROKEE
animal
Boat with dition. Call 489-3563.
NEW AND USED tires. Tractor
7 Symbol for
openings for full time waitress- persons.
U0010
120
OMB
M-16-C Phone 492-9733.
1TP
30
11
h.
Band
of
tantalum
color
p. Johnson motor and
flats repaired. Speedy service.
riN UPOM UNOWU
es and kitchen help. Also some
In 1942. Congress established
Cite mistaken
NO00 WPMM
Vinson Tractor Co., Phone 75$- Paris Line trailer. Also 1967 MATCHING DIVAN and chair. STEREO 8 tape player. Almost part-time work. Please come to the Woman's Auxiliary Army 12-Defaced
14-Prefix:
not
9-Great
Lake
In
good
MOON NOM UM
condition. Phone 753- new. Call 753-4620.
411112.
Palace Drive-In, Five Points.
Corps.
June-&C Chevrolet pick-up truck. Call E/35.
15.Paper
10-Amend
00000 UW
MON
Sherrill Outland, 753-3786 weekM-16-C
measure
11-Warbles
In 1948, Britain ended her
11-16-C
WY)
PUMEM
. SALLY'S in-laws coming. She ends or after 6 p. m.
13-Procrastrnat
ion
11-144 17 PT. 6 INCH
31-year rule in Palestine, fol- 17 Mature
PM WWOOM UON3
Aluminum
NOTICE
didn't fluster-cleaned the ear- 16-Flesh
LOST & FOUND
Ng000131 OUVOON
lowed immediately by a procla- 111-Bird's beak
19-Consecrated
•''r pets with Blue Lustre. Rent BY OWNER: New three-bed- canoe, built by Grumman AirScoff
20
USUUM OSVUU
`I 1 -Central
electric shampooer $1. Big IL room brick house with many craft Corp., 411 N. 16th. St., ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- LOST: Key ring with six keys, mation in Tel Aviv of the birth- 23-Lamprey
14
American
of the free state of Israel.
nice features, including carpet, Phone 753-8473.
24-festive
M-16-P
near
tree
Bilbrey's.
Ky..
vice.
Murray,
Box
C.
213,
Call 753-3043
11-15-C
A
thought
for
the
Noveday:
49-Narrow,
networks
22-Nerve
fiat
37-Loops
appllances, central beat, 1%
24-Sword
after
4
p.
m,
K. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
M-16-C list George
25-Assumed
board
Meredith said, "A 21-Cooled lays
36 WEANING PIGS. Phone deluxe tiled baths, family room, NEW SINGER Zig-Zag sewing Lynnville,
341-Chair
Ky.
name
H-May-24-C
52-Cry of goat
40-Ancient
witty woman is a treasure; a 29-Small fish
71134403.
large closets and located in a machine, $88.00. Singer Sewing
27-More unusual
Hispania
letter
54-Greek
FOR RENT
31 Completely
witty beauty is a power."
30-fruit cakes
very desirable area. Call 753- Machine Shop, 1301 Main. Open
57-Note of sr_aN
41 Stares
5 nights a week 'till 8:00 p. m.
33-Country of
32-European
19118 WrANFORD Mobile Horne, 3903 for
an appointment.
511-Printer's
44-Arrange in
Asia
dormouse
SMALL FURNISHED apartment
• 196$ MODEL, 2-bedroom, allM-16-C
Mallia•
folds
34-Encounter
EXTRA INCOME
35-Ireland
M-16-C
for single or couple, 306 So. 3rd, Britain Bubbles
electric, 12' a 50' Stanford Mo40-Preposrtion
34-Essence
47-Nar its
36-Principal star
OPPORTUNITY
2000 YARD assortment of fabLONDON
(UPI)
or call 753-7506.
ba• Home. Used 2 months. Call 16 PT TEXAS MAID fiber glows
Britain,
In Scorpio
M-14-C
rics. Closing out at 1.5e a yard.
fast becoming a nation of 39-Eagle's
7113-9111 ask for Gladys. M-14-P boat with 70 horse Mercury
Reliable man or
Singer Sewing Machine Shop,
APARTMEN
T
nest
for
met.
champagne
Call
drinkers,
already
is
motor, trailer and tarp. Call 1301
o selling. Refill and
Mein, Open 5 nights a
753-1950 afternoon and even- imbibing more than 5 million 42-Proportion
STRAWBERRIES, College Farm, 753-6010.
M-16-C week 'till 8:00 p.
)
hum
new
type
ready to pick, Monday, May 13.
ings.
bottles
m.
every
year and import- 43-Serried
M-18-C
11-14-C
hors*
r;lated &apemen in
30e a quart. Bring own eon GERMAN SHEPF:RD puppies.
ing more of the bubbly than all 45-Takes
MAMIYA-S
EKOR
WANTED
C-3
TO
RENT
camera
BWMM
din
our
unlawfully
ARC
the Common Market countries
tethers. Time 6:00 a. se to
registered. Call 489.3881 with
1-106 ram lens, 1-180 mm W. MUSE have car,
combined In 1987, sales of 46-Small child
600 p. m.
M-1114 after 4 p. m., week days.
Lens, case and tri-pod. Excellent um ON W $1,960 cash
WANTED: Apartment for fall champagne rose by 12 per cent. 41-Heavenly
bodies
M-16-P conditioo. Priced to
"118." Boys, two seniors. Fursell. Call Nmelimmit (mewed by
50-Number
763-2357.
-Artificial
alloy
St
nished with bath and kitchen. Old and New
1I-16-P , meat and Inventory).
of gold
762-2333.
M-14-P
hours
weekly
JEFFERSO
can
net
N
ex
CITY,
M
o. 53-Story
CERTIFIED Soy Bean seeds.
Hood, Dare, Clark-63, InocuLs- tellent income. For personal SLEEPING ROOMS, 1 block (UPI) - When Lester B Dill. 55-Note of scale
Mee end women ere urgently needed to baits
owner
interview
of
100
the
far
million-yea
write, Mid
r- 56-Tell
tion and Moly-Mixed Murray
59-DIalect
from college, rummer semester old
Meramec Caverns on U.B. GI-Killed
plasma number, to:
Warehousing Corporation, Inc
and fall semester for boys. 66
at Stanton, Mo., and 13 62-Babylonian
CAL-TON SUPPLY
Old Concord Road. Phone 753OW 753-6426 dam 753-3962 other caves
hero
in the state, was
CO, INC.
Cssupoter Programing and Machine Trng
nights.
11.15-C
appointed to the Missouri
IRO Bryan Avows,
DOWN
Penises *elected will he trained In e program whkh
need
CARPET SAL!
tesdageen, Ky. 41888
WANTED: House with 3 or 4 Touriam Commission, he said:
see Warier, with present lob. If you qualify, 'mining
1
Brook
see
"Despite the fact I own
GOOD 100% nylon pile carpet
. bedrooms. Wanted anytime durbe finonced. Writs today. Please include homp
2 innsais or 24th
Osseo
$2.50 sq. yd. Other 100% nyPresident
l ing summer. Phone 7534996. caves, I like something new.
ausedier and ape.
Like a gubernatorial appoint- 3-Goddess of
lon pile carpet 13.50 sq. yd.
M.16-C ment"
healing
Famous
dupont 501 carpet
COLLEGE OF AUTOMATION
4 Imitates
meets or exceeds F. H. A.,
Dawn" ere PLJB.o et-9 - o/f# L•afer • Timms
$4.50 sq yd. 100% nylon pile
carpet (tweed color) $3.50 sq.
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THE LEDGER

By Edward Wymark
Frim

th 0owerd- McCana. Ise. novel. 0 Copyright,_11110.
Zder•rd Wymark. Distributed by Xing Teatures tlyr-ate.

CHAPTER 24
V you like, this afternoon if
Collecting myself, I emptied
you tell me where to leave both vases and refilled the plasf-NUTSIDE. it was still rthenr
-ing.
tic bags with Ajax from Mrs
"No need. Mr. Verreker. I'll Bell's big cardboard box. The
I went over to the window
and looked at the line of parked be with yes shortly. Goodbye." heroin I Upped into the Lock's
I clicked the receiver rest hatbox in my wardrobe.
cars. Acmes the street a man
anci heard two others respond.
was locking up a red Alvia
I put the vases together again
watched the rain Jumping on I leant backwards and &seem- and placed them On the table.
the maroon roof and the driver Mod my information. Crane was with the damage to the leftrunning across the road. shrug- 0011111Ing Immediately and I was hand one facing the wall It was
sure that my telephone twenty- five minutes after I'd
el) ging into his overcoat. On the Dow
other side of the garden, two was being tapped. I lit another telephoned Crane that the doorpolicemen stood in the shelter cigarette and realized Crane bell rang.
of a doorway, their capes tri- had known I was bringing him
A good - looking, thin man
a preaent. He even knew I had with an off - white Continental
angular and black.
Just
arrived
that
morning driving coat stepped inside when
Was someone tapping my
.11
telephone' On the mantelpiece, -Thank you for ringing so I opened the door.
promptly,
Mr. Verreker," he'd
He shook my hand and said
where I had put them, the
said Then I began to think his name was Ludovic Crane
vases dwarfed the ormolu clock
said shone • dull, beaten Orien- about Camilla and I hoped she He kept his hat on far too long
tal yellow in the firelight They would arrive tomorrow after- to 'be English. and I detected a
looked enormous, perhaps be- noon RA she'd promised. I felt slight accent in his speech. He
cause of their somehow rell- I had to see her, to talk to her, looked like Valentino, waa about
glous importance. There was a arid be reassured she loved me. thirty-five years old and wore
The doubts of the last few days suede boots
sudden urgency in me to teleHe said. "I won't take my
phone the unknown Mr. Crane circulated with a new violence
and became mixed with my coat off. Mr Verreker. because
and to be rid of the things.
plans for the day and my see- I have an appointment."
I realized I didn't need to look ing Crane and the Jaguar wipI said. -Hadn't you better
at the telephone number Nicho- ers going wrong, memories
of have • glass of sherry?"
given
las had
me and which I lunch with her brother and, on "'Crane said, "It's very
kind of
had written in my diary. It had the table beside the nre, the you. Perhaps I will
just have a
been in my mind all the time; sight of the black telephone quickie."
all the time since I had woken which had suddenly almost deI noticed he glanced at the
•up in the bedroom in the Mira- veloped a personality
vases on the table.
mar Hotel and wondered if the
,
I decided to have a glass of
-There are your vases which
vase, were gold. I examined the sherry and then immediately you were expecting."
I said.
marks I had made.on their base recollected that the last person • took them out of the boxes "I
for
with my penknife and hoped I had drunk sherry with had Customs."
Crane wouldn't hotice.
been Olga Mostyn. I remem"Oh." he said. "Was there any
I smoked a cigarette and my bered her Prussian eyes glossy trouble ?"
thought train began to quicken. like silk and wide with fright
"No, only formality." I said
I tried to draw conclusions from
I wondered how my own eyes Making the effort to swallow
that significant click on the were at this moment. When I sherry did nothing to alleviate
telephone.
took down the glasses, the de- the restriction in my throat
Eventually. I made a decision canter and the tray trove the
He laughed easily and with
and dialled the Vigilant num- cupboard, my hands felt clam- I his glass in both hands bent
my and cold, but they were over the vases "Kind of Vanber.
I listened to the ringing note, steady enough. Perhaps it dervell to send them They're
acutely sensitive and alert to would be all right with Crane. delightful Thank you for . ."
other anunds I watched the yel- Perhaps my worries about Ca- He stopped and put his glass
low glare of the Gramophone milla were unfounded.
down and picked up the damI poured a glass of sherry,
pilot light on the grey pile of
aged vase It took an almost
I looked at the vases on the endless time for him to lift it
the carpet, like a headlamp in
a fog. I distinguished another table Then more closely.
up. He then put It down again
There was no doubt about it Just as slowly.
eound, then the dixtent vibraOn one of them there was a
tion of the ringing tone abruptHe lifted his head and met my
ly reameddeep indentation at the junc- gaze.
"Hello,
said,
tion of the two halves. It stuck
A man's voice
The inside of my mouth was
out like the Eiffel Tower It a knot of dry sweetness
Crane speaking."
.• I said, "My name's . . ." I must have jetted in the ear and
There was a vast, echoing si'used suddenly, not wanting hit the door handle when I lence I expected the clock on
to say it. then realizing I'd have tent away from the traffic the mantelpiece to start ticking
to now I'd begun . . "My lights. I had been so anxious to again when he spoke.
I hadn't been very
.flame's Verreker. I have a par- reach
"It's been opened." he said
celLfor you. a Christmae present carefufteout my driving
simply
Quickly sl looked at my watch
I gather. from Nicholas VanCaine
"II
in half after I
dervell in Hong 'Kong, It's two then or's('rirwed the.Jiirkiaged reached London." I said. "It
vase
I took out
the plastic I must have been jolted on the
vases."
• "Oh yea Thank you for ring- packet and carried the vane I aircraft."
& ing no promptly Mr. Verreker. through to the kitchen.
"So it broke in half," he alFrenziedly I tried to bend most whispered
Perhaps I could cell for them in
the.soft
for
you
metal
Thank
back
into
hour
an
,hnlf
shape.
4
-Yes, and I found the packet
The marks remained obvious insi.de.,
•
bringing them over."
It happened just after
He
right
even
to
the
most
wria-Z11
anid
it
casual ob. I
I rank you," I lied. "That's al
Relf-nssured
and
server.
• sounded slOW,
there IR to it. You'd better tat,
I at down in the kitchen and ' them both and
.'not very old.
get out "
conveniI.t
is
cigarette.
it's
It was like find;'. He said. -I hope
.
away."
ing
you were ten tons of fuel
•'-ent If 1 come right
nine threatens Verreker
•: 1. said. -Well . . yes. of short half way across the AtRutland
lantic with ,the- enatern pea- olth Iwtrayul.
:1-otitse . I'm in
(To fic Cwitisieud Mmid.ly;
r tTife, 1 could drep them to yoo, hoard cicsed in with fog
Wyntark
h:dwa
- From tile Cowird-11,Vann. Inc. nia-el •Com riulit I
•
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by Ernie Bush:miler
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by R. Van Buren
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HE'S ALL. HEART!! WHICH
IS SOMETH I NG 10U CAN'T
SA'' FOR'ANAL PEOPLE
WE'RE MEETING
LATEL`/?!
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Lit' Abner
DOC SAM DID SUCH A SLICK
JOB WITH Tke HALL. FAMILY
AND OTHERS, AN' WITH DOC
14(J6HE5 BEIM'OUT OF
COMMISSION, MY SISTER
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by Al Capp
SORRY, LADIES, I'M JUST
PASSING THROUGt4 YOUR
TOWN AND FtEADV TO
SHOVE OFF.
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THE LIDORR

Backstairs At The
White House

&

T1MRS

MURRAY, HINTOCHT

CALLOWAY ...

,SOCIAL
SECURITY

Hospital Report

0
TUFSDAY — MAY 14, 1968
"%clams, !route 2, Hazel; Jame'
Ray Holland, Route 2, Murray;
Mrs. Ina Jean Hicks, Route I,
Benton; Mrs. Marilyn Erwin
(James D.) Route 1, Hazel; Earl'
Outland, 1623 Hamilton Ave,
Vurray,

By MERRIMAN SMITH
(Cesehesail Preen Paw 1)
Census — Adults
118
UPI White House Regale,.
Census -- Nursery
12
WASHINGTON WS — Back- Crotchet, Eager Beavers, Red
Admissions, May 10, MS
Ribbon.
stairs at the White House:
Kenton Woodall, Route 1,
Judges included. Agriculture
One of the more interesting
Dexter, Mrs. Ethel Ward, 707
evenings recently along the and Engineering Demonstri tPoplar Street, Murray; James
Washington banquet circuit was ions, Robert Hendon,, ,Igur ray
the,annual dinner of the White State University and Ches.er
Qestion: If I am well enoug C3ursey, Almo; Mrs. Opal Outto go home from the hospital land, 1809 College Farm Road,
Hobe Correspondents' Assoc- Murphy, Western Ky. RECC;
Foods Demonstrations, Patricis
before using up the 90 day Murray; Mrs. Georgia Adams,
iation.
of benefits provided by ho Route 1, Murray; Kevin Pallo,
Usually such events are giv- Event, Area Extension Specie.
pit-al insurance, will Medicar 1323 Main Street, Murray; Mrs.
en over largely to professional list in Foods, Benton, and Jo
continue to pay for my care i Nell Maness, P.O. Box 62, Dexentertainment or endless intro- Ann Harmon, Department of
I want to stay in the hospital? ter; Mrs. Elna Wallis, 500 So.
ductions from the head table. Health, Murray; Clothing, PhoAnswer: No. Hospital insur- 6th Street, Murray; Jackie
It has been said Washington tography, Recreation and Safeance only pays for services that Hike, Route 2, Murray; Mrs.
banquets attract essentially the ty Demonstrations, Catherine
Pat Carrico, 1007 Main Street,
are medically necessary.
same audiences, regardless of Wilson, Area Extension Agent
The law requires participat- Murray: Mrs. Winifred Sanders,
sponsoring organizations, with in Youth. Hickman, Speech,
ing hospitals to have a utiliza- Route 1, Lynn Grove; William
the guests alternating between Jeff Moler and Donna FeldDogwood Drive,
tion review committee made up Elmore, 1210
floor tables and the dais. In man, Graduate Students, MurThomas Lee, P.O. Box
One - half • ounce she portion creamers are
of physicians and other pro- Murray;
aseptically
way, virtually everybody ray State University.
this
packed by Ryan Milk Company in these tetrahedral
Dexter; Mrs. Nancy Morton, Rt.
fessional people. This commitcontainin town gets to be recognized
ers and distributed to hospitals, restaurants
Murray; Albert Borrelli, 37
. and other intee reviews hospital stays at 2,
toastmaster at least once
a
by
Park Boulevard. Clement, New
stitutional markets.
various times and, in some casduring the year.
Mrs. Eunice Crawford.
First Star
es, after consultation with your Jersey;
Dismissals
doctor. may find that there is
The first star of the evening
Mrs. Winifred Sanders (Max),
no further need for hospital
was Cactus Pryor, a superb raRoute 1, Lynn Grove; James
Care.
conteur who works for the
Johnson. Route 1, Fulton; Mrs.
Johnson family broadcasting staThese
provisions
not
inare
WASHINGTON (UPI) — LynHelen Suiter (Wilburn), Route
tended to deprive anyone of 1, Mayfield. Mrs. Maureen Taytions in Austin, Tex. A many- da Bird Robb, daughter of Pre- DcjwaseAsy Even Dancer's
:rnage
looks
downcast
SOUTH VIETNAM'S ambassa needed care, but rather to enin his
voiced man, Cactus showed op sident Johnson, is expecting
lor (J. Robert), Hazel; Mrs. Saldor to Washington. Bin Diem,
courage the most effective use
at the dinner in a false beard her first child in October. the stall in Louisville, Ky., at the
ly Crass (A. B.), 500 North 7th
is shown at Paris, where he
British accent and was in
of hospital facilities by keep- Street, Murray; Mrs. Mildred
in- White House announced today. turn of events after the Kenplans to be an observer at
troduced to the largely unsuElizabeth
Mrs
Carpenter; tisoky Derby. A pain-reliev- •Iming down unnecessary hospital Lynch (Donald), Route 1, BenCare.
specting audience as Sir Gil- Mrs. Johnson's news secretary . mg drug cost him his win.
-preliminary peace talks beton; Mrst Gussie Adams,
Qestion: I understand that Sycamore. Murray Mrs. Estelle
bert Peake, the noted British made the announcement she
tween the U.S. and North
the medical insurance part of
author and lecturer.
Vietnam
said Lynda and her husband,
(Cab hot°,
•'
Pryor's cover was so effect- Marine Capt Charles S Robb,
Medicare helps pay for durable
Statistic
Ratty
medical equipment prescribed
ive that several senators re- who is in Vietnam "are deMADRID UPI — Rats out- by a doctor for use in my home.
called reading some of "Sir lighted" that7We is Pregnumber people in Madrid by Should I buy it or rent it?
Gilbert's" books; some remem- nant.
166 to 1, according to the
Answer: You can do either,
bered having met him in LonMrs Cmnenter said Lynda
spanish magazine El Europe°, but if you are considering purdon.
and her husband knew she was
In any case, the imitation pregnant before he left f o r uhich said there are 3 million."Chase, particularly of expenrats in the Spanish capital sive equipment, you should
British board teed off at every Vietnam several weeks ago.
city.
political target in sight, includkeep in mind that the Medicare payments are made over
ing two men seated beside him
—President Johnson and Vice
a period of time, based on the
Pots To Pianos
reasonable rental rate for the
President Hubert H. Humphrey.
NEW YORK (UPI —Teflon,
equipment. These
payments
Next speaker was Humphrey
Ceostrectien et the "Tetra Pee package used by Ryan
ordinarily thought of as a nonstop when your need for the
who fired one hilarous one-linis an mocation ef the conventional tetrahedral-shaped can
stick coating for cooking pots,
equipment ends So in deciding
er after another across the roarton used for dairy products In the United States for several
also is used In modern piano
whether to purchase equiping banquet hall at the Wash- Federal State Market
years. The principal change in the package is the addition of
News actions to insure smooth. easy
ington Wilton. Following the Service Tuesday, May 14,
a strip of polyethylene film that Is heat-sealed over the crittouch, according to Walter R. ment, you may wish to talk to
Kenlong
smoothly professional Cactus tucky Purchase Area
ical rev, sides of the longitudinal seal of the carton.
president of your doctor about how
Hog Mar- Benson, vice
enough for Bob ket Report Includes
social
Your
need
it.
would
hard
be
you
may
Wurlitzer
length of time.
10 Buying
Humphrey was more Statsons,
security office can also help
Numerous benefits are anti- Hope but
when you have any questions.
equal to the task.
than
Receipts 1309 Head, Barrows Granny-Sitter
cipated as a result of the stepThen came the President. Be and Gilts 25e
tamer; Sows, RINGWOOD. England ,UPI)
tic packaging system and exshowed up wearing a White Steady to 25e Lower.
— Mrs Christine Babbets has He Hopped Along
tended shelf life These include
pass on a chain aroundV US 1-2 200-230 lbs
House
1C.esOlased hen Pew 1/
refrigerati
elimination
of .
oa
$18.751925; set up shop as England's first
neck. This admittedly was! US 1-3 190-230 lbs
tern providing visual and aud- costs in storage and shipment, his
$1,825-18-75; "granny-sitter"
audience US 1-3 230-250
Mrs Rabbets is available for
lbs $17.50-18.25:
ible signals, in the event any increased distribution area, re- an inside joke but the
COLUMBUS. Ohio UPI; —
US 2-3 250-280 lbs $16.56-1750; five shillings. sixpence 4 841 The most
of the necessary conditions are duction in returns, and fewer understood.
points scored in a
Point
Sem
with
eldsit
an
hour
to
cents'
SOWS:
customer complaints Also, pronot maintained.
Having to wear passes in dog- US 1-2 270-350 lbs
persons She doesn't think four-year career by one player
erly
The .Tetra Pak" package us- duction. ins entory, and deliver/
11525-1625;
in Ohlo State University footed by Ryan is a modification of practices are more flexible tag fashion to get in the White US 1-3 300-450 lbs $14.25-1525; they should be left alone when ball history was 222 by Howard
the conventional tetrahedral aince refrigeration is not re- House has been a sore point US 23 400-650 lbs 11350-1450. their families go out for the 'Hopalongi Casaady from 1952
Published as a public service by this newspaper.
among some of the town's more
evening
Shaped carton used for dairy quired
through 1955
•
products in the United States
The system has merchandia dignified journalists This prac
for several years The princi- ing appeal since it will allow lice has been required since the
pal change in the package is milk products to be merchand- Washington nots last month
Johnson said that since his
the addition of a strip of polye- ised like any other non-perishthylene film. heat-sealed over able food-product. and will pro- ,March 31 retirement announcethe critical raw edge of the vide the housewife with port- ment, he has noticed diffidence
longitudinal seal of the cartes, ion control creamers for the toward him on the part of the
•••••
•-• .41•••
and under the pull-tab opening. home
,White House staff. He said he
A coating of Du Pont's "Ahs- The aseptic creamer packag- was glad to have his new identhon" polyethylene resin is es- ing system is the first of many lHication tag because in walked to provide the necessary such systems Milliken Tetra ing along one of the White
barrier properties This pro- Pak has under development. It House hallways a guard had
vides a carton that can with- is now being studied for a var- stopped him to inquire. "Exstand the rigors of handling iety of food, dairy, and drug ruse me, buddy, but do you
and storage for an extended products
work here"
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During the laughter that followed this exaggeration, Johnson looked down at the vice
president and
inquire
with
mock humility, "You do remember me, don't you, Hubert"

'

asleep Named
Poe 411eHers

• °Nig gio Hume

ovt,
ith it victory in the •
Indiana presidential fprtmary, Sen Robert Kennedy
and
wife Ethel look happy as they face supporters in Indianapoh.

If you don't want to pay the
price of America's roomiest care
the second roomiest:

OCEAN SHORES. Wash
, L•P1,—Seven new streets in
this big Oceanside :and developosent are named for famed
professional golfers One Is
named for an amateur
Next to Its planned second
golf course, Ocean Shores has
streets named for pro golfers
Jack Nicklaus, Gay Brewer,
Billy Casper. Arnold Palmer,
Don January. Doug Sanders
and the late Tony Lema Another street Is named for Paul
Rudis. a schoolteacher from
nearby Tumwater who for Use
past two years has won the
annual Pat Boone Celebrity
Classic golf tournament

•

11 things like heod, shoulder and leg room ore important
to you, tole* a close look at the new Chevrolet.
Automotive News did—ond its 1968 Roominess Index
shows Chevrolet is the second most spacious of all
American sedans.
The roomiest? That distinction, we're not at oil
embarrassed to admit, goes to America's most
popular
luxury car. Based on the Roorpiness Index, which
totals seven key interior dimensions to the fraction
of an
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a new Chevrolet like this
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You ye never seen scrips like
this on 68 Chevrolets and
Chevelles Save on piEhoulor V8
engines, automatic transmissions,
whitewall Fires—and more Just
take a look cif {hese Gator,"
savings plans. Then talk to your
Chevrolet dealer.

Happening now at your Chevriffet dealer's, n tremendous

"poi.• Door

vi
clot
!too
and
and
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inch, Chevrolet's 4-door sedan scored 290.7.A
tenth
of a point behind the 4-door luxury model.
A pretty good showing when you consider how
much
more the expensive models sells for. And
some of the
other cars Chevrolet topped carry just as
impressive
price togs.
But that's just a sample of the pluses you
get at a
Chevrolet price. You'll find a lot more of
them in the fine
things Chevrolet has designed around all
that space.
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Bonus Savings Plan I Any Chevrolet or
Chevelte with120(7- hp Turbo.f
.jre
wer glide onri whitewalls
Bonus Sowings Mon 2 Any Chevrolet or Chevelle
with 250-hp Turbo-Fire V8,
P,
werglide and whitewalls
Bonus Sayings Plan 3 Any regutor Chevrolet with
250-hp Tuclio-fee V8, Turbo.
Hy7frO-1
.
1.1ntic and whitewalls.
,
Bonus Savings Pion 4 Now,for the first
time ever, beg savings on power disc
brakes
and power steering when you buy any
Chevrolet or Chevelle with viehgine.
•
Bonus Savings Plan 5^ Buy any Chevrplet or
Chevette
Ve
two- or 'lour-door hardtop
mi,,iet _ save ,,,, vinyl fop, eget teir (for k,
wheel covers and oppearanre guard
Yn
items.
explosion of extra buyin§ po'Wer. Only'the
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leader could make it happen.
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